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FX4011E Double Point Hoist 

Assembly Instructions 

Package Contents:    Used with Standard Used with  

       Installation method PowerTrack 
 1 x Self Locking Safety Block and Tackle  X    X 

 1 x Drop Cords     X    X 

 1 x Hoisting Cord     X    X 

 2 x Web Straps with Metal Buckles   X    X  

 2 x Micro Pulley     X    X 

 1 x Shackle      X    X 

 1 x Organiser Block     X 

 2 x Screws      X 

 1 x Screw Eye      X    X 

 2 x Pigtail Lag Screw     X 

 4 x Lag Screws     X 

 4 x Washers      X 

 

Tools Required:  
 Electric screwdriver or drill  

 Tape Measure and Pencil 

 Step Ladder 

 Safety Glasses 

 Stud finder or small braid nails 

 Hammer 

There are two methods of installing the Double Point Hoist as detailed on the following pages.   

1. Standard Installation with supplied parts 

2. Installing on Garageflex PowerTrack 

Maximum lifting load is 20.4kg 

Minimum lifting load is 6.8kg 

Maximum Vertical Lift is 1.8m 
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Notes: 

This hoist has a self-locking safety cleat which is spring loaded and holds the cord in place whilst 

unattended.  When raising an item, the cord slides past the arm.  When the cord is released, the 

spring loaded arm’s teeth press against the cord to lock it in place. 

Lowering anything less than 6.8kg will not open the self locking safety cleat. 

 

 

Method 1: Install using Garageflex PowerTrack 

Step 1: Check all parts received 

 

Step 2:  Plan the Installation using the notes below 
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Step 3:  Plan the locations of the eye screw, PowerTrack and Ring Hooks s per the above sketch 

and install these components using PowerTrack instructions. 
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Step 4:  Attach the block / tackle to the eye screw with the supplied shackle 

Step 5:  Slide the two micro pulleys on the ring hangers and feed the drop cords through them 

Step 6:  Place the object to be hoisted under the ring hooks and the drop cords to the straps.  Try 

to tie the straps onto the drop cords at the same height. 

 

Step 7:  Fasten the straps to the object to be lifted and adjust the strap lengths as needed so the 

load is level 

Step 8:  Slowly pull the raising cord to check the load is level.  Both drop ropes must have equal 

tension so the load remains level whilst raising or lowering.  
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Method 2: Standard Installation with Supplied Parts 

These instructions are installing the hoist on a 2 x 6 wood board and screwing the board directly 

to the ceiling. 
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